
Second Grade 

The First 10 Days of Math Class: 
Launching an Effective Math Learning Environment 

Welcome to the First 10 Days of Math! 

A First 10 days of Math have been created to support the goals: 
● Show understanding of mathematical concepts using multiple

representations

● Engage in mathematical discourse and academic writing using

mathematical evidence to justify their thinking

● Persevere at points of difficulty, challenge, or error

The purpose of the First 10 Days: 
● To establish “Growth Mindset” and create a positive math culture in the

classroom

● To set up routines and expectations for the entire year

● To introduce students to non-verbal signals and “Math Talk” moves

How to achieve success in the First 10 Days: 
● Read and implement the “First 10 Days of Math Class” document
● Refer to the math website for additional information, support,

and resources
● Use your school/district teacher as a resource
● *Build and Explore is not mentioned in the first day days, but it

is extremely important to incorporate once the initial
procedures and norms are set. You may choose to add it in
earlier than day 11.

http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/


Adapted from Grades 3--5: First 10 Days of School Los Angeles Unified, Carroll County, MD,  
San Diego City Schools Mathematics Routine Bank, and NLMUSD First 10 Days of Math Class 
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Second Grade Growth Mindset Resources 

http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/professional-growth/

Special Note: After the “First 10 Days,” teachers will continue using 

Math Routines as part of their daily core instruction. Refer to the Guide 

to Plan for Success (GPS) and the 2nd grade Success Criteria located 

on our website. 

http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/professional-growth/
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Daily Lessons 
Using the First 10 Days to establish these routines will create a Math 

Community in your classroom to last all year long. The following is a suggested 
resource for introducing growth mindset, math routines, using of math tools, 
and establishing math discourse. 

Day 1 
Daily Learning Targets: 
I can learn how to have a growth mindset in math. 
I can practice waiting and thinking about the questions my teacher asks and the ideas my 
friends share. 
I can explore the math tools in my classroom. 

Establishing a Positive Math Culture 
Growth Mindset  Resources: 
Fixed vs. Growth Mindset  
Suggested book title: Your Fantastic Elastic Brain Stretch It, Shape It by Joann Deak 
Video Read Aloud:  https://youtu.be/8QSPfnQCIY0 

Activity: Show the short growth mindset video or read the book. Write the word mindset on 
the board and allow students to guess what it means. They may say: “When your mind is set 
on something” and/or “how your mind thinks about things.” Discuss examples of growth 
mindset vs. a fixed mindset.  
Co-create the following chart: 

Change Your Words, Change Your Mindset! 

Instead of thinking… 
I’m not good at this. 
I give up! 
This is too hard! 

Try thinking… 
What am I missing? 
I’ll try a different strategy 
This may take some time. 

Introduce Math Talk Move:  Wait Time. 
Using “Wait Time” helps teachers establish the idea that process is valued over speed during 
math class. 

Introduce the Math Talk move of “Wait Time.” Teacher models Wait Time after asking a 
question, before calling on a student. Average wait time should be 2 to 3 seconds. Then the  
teacher waits after a student has been called on to give the student time to organize his/her 
thoughts.  Encourage students to practice saying, “I’d like more time . . .” 
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Introduce Proper Use of Manipulatives with Connecting Cubes and Digit Cards
Introduce connecting cubes and digit cards. Discuss norms for proper handling and clean up 
of the tools. Provide time to explore and interact with tools. 

“Mathematician know how to use and care for their tools. “ 
Create an anchor chart with class norms for “Math Tools.”  
Sample Charts:  
Mathematicians... 

○ Keep their tools on the table
○ If a tool  drops, pick it up
○ Hands off the tools, when others are speaking
○ Be respectful of the tools
○ Share the tools
○ Put the tools away properly

Day 2 
Daily Learning Targets: 
I can learn how to have a growth mindset in math. 
I can practice waiting and thinking about the questions my teacher asks and the ideas my 
friends share. 
I can explore the math tools in my classroom. 

Establishing a Positive Math Culture 
Growth Mindset Video Resources:  
Introduce “Establishing Positive Norms for Math Class”  #1 Everyone Can Learn Math 

 Suggested book title:A Walk in the Rain With a Brain by Edward Hallowell 
Video Read Aloud: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmhtsZfGYcM

Activity: Encourage students to believe in themselves. Students need to know that they can 
achieve at any math level, and there is no such thing as a math person. Brain information is 
really good for this. Begin a class chart and include the following norms for a positive math 
class. Add a new norm each day over the course of the next 9 days. 

Mathematicians know... 

● Everyone Can Learn Math
●

Using Manipulatives

Activity: Put a big pile of connecting cubes in front of two people. Students take the cubes 
from the middle and make as many ten towers as possible (groups of tens and singles/ones). 
Then, students use digit cards to show the number. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmhtsZfGYcM
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Review Math Talk Move:  Wait Time. 
Using “Wait time” demonstrates that process is valued over speed during math class. 

Review the Math Talk move of “Wait Time.” Teacher models wait time after asking a question 
before calling on a student. Average wait time should be 2 to 3 seconds. Then the  teacher 
waits after a student has been called on to give the student time to organize his or her 
thoughts.  Students can practice saying, “I’d like more time . . .” 

Review Proper Use of Manipulatives with Two-Colored Counters 
Introduce two-colored counters today in addition to the manipulative introduced yesterday. 
Review the class norms for proper handling and clean up of the 
tools. Provide time to explore and interact with tools. (See Day 1) 

Activity: How many are hiding? (Click for link) Instead of Connecting Cubes , use Two-Colored 
counters. Have students paired up.  All students start with 12 counters.  One person closes their 
eyes or turns their back while the other person "hides some" in a cup or behind their back. 
Students use known strategy (counting up or subtraction) to find the answer.  Students say or 
write the equation that equals 12.

Day 3 
Daily Learning Targets: 
I can learn how to have a growth mindset in math. 
I can practice taking turns sharing my ideas and listen to my friends.
I can explore the math tools in my classroom. 

Establishing a Positive Math Culture 
Growth Mindset Video Resources:  
Norm #2 Mistakes are Valuable 
Suggested book titles: The Most Magnificent Thing by Ashley Spires or The Girl Who Never 
Made Mistakes by Mark Pett 
Video Read Aloud:https://youtu.be/SzVB7JzQMzs or https://youtu.be/oQG4vFGd6eU 

Activity: You can find it by clicking here: Crumpled Reminder
1. Ask students to write about a mistake they made this week and how it made them feel.
2. Ask them to crumple it up and throw it at the board with the feelings they have when

they make a mistake.
3. Ask them to retrieve the paper, un-crumple it, and color each line with different colors.
4. Ask students what they think those lines represent. Explain that the lines represent all the

synaptic activity that happens when a mistake is made.

https://www.youcubed.org/tasks/how-many-are-hiding/
https://www.mindsetkit.org/practices/sOMwSRdLzTictvnb
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“Your brain just grew! Synapses are firing, that’s really good!” Add to the class chart and 
include the following norms for a positive math class. Mathematicians know... 

● Everyone Can Learn Math
● Mistakes help your brain learn

Introduce Math Talk Move:  Turn and Talk. 
Introduce the Math Talk move of “Turn and talk.” Begin with modeling clear expectations. Use 
the questions from the "Crumpled Reminder" Activity link. 

● Knees to knees
● Eyes to eyes
● One friend talks, one friend listens
● Then switch!

Review Proper Use of Manipulatives with Base Ten Blocks, Digit Cards, and 120 chart      

Introduce base ten blocks, digit cards, and a 120 chart today, in addition to the manipulatives 
introduced in previous days. Review the class norms for proper handling and clean up of the 
tools. Provide 
time to explore and play with tools. 

Activity: You're the Greatest from our Math Website-click here for link. Add that students will 
make it with their base ten blocks and point to it on the 120 chart each time they make it. 

Day 4 
Daily Learning Targets: 
I can learn how to have a growth mindset in math. 
I can practice taking turns sharing my ideas and listen to my friends. 
I can explore the math tools in my classroom. 

Establishing a Positive Math Culture 
Growth Mindset Video Resources:  
Norm #3 Questions are really important 
Suggested book title: What Do you Do With An Idea by Kobi Yamada 
Video Read Aloud: https://youtu.be/0We9zl5J7hQ 

Activity: Show the short growth mindset video or read the book. Encourage students to ask 
questions – from you, other students and themselves, such as: why does that work? why does 
that make sense? Can I draw that? How does that method connect to another? 

Consider giving partner names (Examples below): 
• A + B
• PB + J
• Mario and Luigi

When students get something wrong – instead of being discouraging or sympathetic, say 

https://www.mindsetkit.org/practices/sOMwSRdLzTictvnb
http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/PlaceValue/Youre-the-greatest.pdf
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Review the class chart and add the following norms for a positive math class. 
Mathematicians know... 

● Everyone Can Learn Math
● Mistakes are help your brain learn
● Questions are really important

Review Math Talk Move:  Turn and Talk. 
Review the Math Talk move of “Turn and talk.” Begin with modeling clear expectations. Use 
student volunteers to model “What does it look and sound like when we turn and talk?”  

● Knees to knees
● Eyes to eyes
● One friend talks, one friend listens
● Then switch!

Introduce Number Talk
Introduce Non-Verbal Signals 
Establish non-verbal signals that will support productive math discussions. These signals also 
support effective classroom management. Teach students the following signals: 

● Agree: Thumbs up held away from body
● Thinking: fist in front of chest
● I have an answer: thumbs up in front of chest
● I have another way of getting the answer: finger up in front of chest

(can show additional finger for each way)

Number Talk: Tell the students that they are going to be doing a Number Talk. They are to be 
thinking in their heads (remember it is all mental math), trying to figure it out, and we will be 

sharing strategies after.  

 All number talks follow a basic six-step format. 

1. Teacher presents the problem: (See below)
2. Students figure out the answer mentally. Give time to figure out the answer. To make

sure the students have the time they need, ask them to give a “thumbs-up in front of
chest” when they have determined their answer.

3. Teacher: “At the count of three, whisper your answer.” Teacher records the answers
without judgment.

4. Have students think-pair- share before they share out their thinking. Have three or four
students explain their thinking to the class.

5. The class agrees on the “real” answer for the problem. Models and explanations may
help students see where their thinking went wrong, identify a step they left out, or
clarify a point of confusion.

•
Consider giving partner names (Examples below): 

•
A + B 

•
PB + J
Mario and Luigi

6. The steps are repeated for additional problems.
7. Thank the “mathematicians” for their participation in the Number Talk.

http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/number-talk-hand-signals-pic-235x300.png
http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/number-talk-hand-signals3.docx
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Math Routine: Dot/Quick 
Image 

Anticipated 
Strategies 

Talk Moves Questions to elicit 
discourse 

● Flash the image for 3
seconds.

● Ask if anyone would like to
see it again.

● Show the image again for
only 3 seconds.

● After you have elicited
responses, hang the image
on the board so students
can refer to
the image as they
prove their answers.

Encourage students to 
explain how they saw 
the image.  

“That looks like a die” 
“I saw two on the top 
and one on the bottom.” 

“I saw this part first and I 
knew that was two, then 
I counted 3, 4, 5 over 
here.” 

Turn and Talk 

Teacher listens in to 
students as they 
share. 

Teacher may 
strategically 
choose which 
students to share 
based on 
anticipated 
responses. 

Have you seen this 
image before? 

Where did you start 
when you counted 
the dots? 

Show me how you 
counted them.    

Review Proper Use of Manipulatives with Coins and Dollars
Introduce coins and dollars today, in addition to the manipulatives introduced in previous 
days. Review the class norms for proper handling and clean up of the tools. Provide time to 
explore and play with tools.  
Activity: Students work in pairs to find one or more math tool that connect together. Ask the 
follow up questions as you rotate around the room:  

● “What tools are similar?”
● “ How are these tools like the other tools?”
● “What do you think these are good for?
● “How might you show ____ with these?”
● Can you write a number sentence that represents your thinking?

Ask students to practice the math talk move turn and talk. 
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Video Read Aloud: https://youtu.be/hNa7Odx8PGY or https://youtu.be/IDE5UyWjN30 

Activity: Explain to students that math is a lot like art, there are many ways to solve a problem. 
Just like there are many ways to draw a “dot.” “During our number talk today, I want you to 
think of many different ways to solve the see the number.” 

Add to the class chart and include the following norms for a positive math class. 
Mathematicians know... 

○ Everyone Can Learn Math
○ Mistakes are help your brain learn
○ Questions are really important
○ There are many different ways to solve a problem.

Review Math Talk Move:  Turn and Talk. 
Review the Math Talk move of “Turn and talk.” Begin with modeling clear expectations. Use 
student volunteers to model “What does it look and sound like when we turn and talk?”  

● Knees to knees
● Eyes to eyes
● One friend talks, one friend listens
● Then switch!

Review Number Talk 
Review Non-Verbal Signals (see Day 4) 

Follow the same 6 steps as outlined in Day 4. 

Teacher: Ask students to think about how many dots they see and how do they know. (Use the 
attached Dot Image for Day 5) 

Math Routine: Dot/Quick Image Anticipated 
Strategies 

Talk Moves Questions to 
elicit discourse 

● Flash the image for 3 seconds.
● Ask if anyone would like to see it

again.
● Show the image again for only 3

seconds.
● After you have elicited responses,

hang the image on the board so
students can refer to
the image as they
prove their answers.

Encourage students 
to explain how they 
saw the image.  

“That looks like a 
die” 
“I saw two on the 
top and one on the 
bottom.” 

Turn and Talk 

Teacher 
listens in to 
students as 
they share. 

Teacher may 
strategically 
choose which 

Have you seen this 
image before? 

Where did you 
start when you 
counted the dots? 

Show me how you 
counted them.   

Establishing a Positive Math Culture 
Growth Mindset Video Resources:  
Norm #4 Math is about creativity and making sense 
Suggested book titles: The Dot by Peter H. Reynolds or The Beautiful Oops! by Barney Saltzberg 

Day 5 
Daily Learning Targets: 
I can learn how to have a growth mindset in math. 
I can practice taking turns sharing my ideas and listen to my friends. 
I can explore the math tools in my classroom. 

“I saw this part first 
and I knew that was 
two, then I counted 
3, 4, 5 over here.” 

students to 
share based 
on 
anticipated 
responses. 
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Review Proper Use of Manipulatives with Pattern Blocks
Introduce pattern blocks today, in addition to the manipulatives introduced in previous days. 
Review the class norms for proper handling and clean up of the tools. Provide time to explore 
and play with tools.  

Activity: Have a large pile of pattern blocks  in the middle of two students. Students close their eyes 
and take a handful of pattern blocks out of the pile. Students use their pattern blocks to "Make 
something beautiful". Ask students to practice the math talk move turn and talk by talking about 
what shapes they used and what they turned it into. 

Day 6 
Daily Learning Targets: 
I can learn how to have a growth mindset in math. 
I can practice waiting and thinking about the questions my teacher asks and the ideas my 
friends share and turn and talking. 
I can think about how I see numbers and explain my thinking. 
I can explore the math tools in my classroom. 

Establishing a Positive Math Culture 
Growth Mindset Video Resources:  
Norm #5 Math is about connections and communicating 
Suggested Video Title: Above and Beyond by FableVision
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KMM387HNQk

Activity: Show the short growth mindset video . Use these questions to practice the 
Math Talk Move: Turn and Talk. (above) 

• What did we learn about the characters from the way they responded to the
challenge?

• Why do you think the relationship between the characters worked so well?

These connections are ways we can show our thinking when we are solving problems. 
When we do math we can explain our thinking, so others can understand it. 

Add to the class chart and include the following norms for a positive math class. 
Mathematicians know... 

● Everyone Can Learn Math
● Mistakes are help your brain learn
● Questions are really important
● There are many different ways to solve a problem.
● Math is about connections and communicating

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KMM387HNQk
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Day 7 
Daily Learning Targets: 
I can learn how to have a growth mindset in math. 
I can practice waiting and thinking about the questions my teacher asks and the ideas my 
friends share and turn and talking. 
I can explore the math tools in my classroom. 

Establishing a Positive Math Culture 
Growth Mindset Video Resources:  
Norm #6 Math class is about learning not performing 
Suggested book title: Flight School by Lita Judge 
Video Read Aloud: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGLNTWKD5qI 

Activity: Show the short growth mindset video or read the book. Use these questions to 
practice the Math Talk Move: Turn and Talk. (above) 

➢ “How does penguin show that he has a growth mindset?”
➢ “How do the other birds help penguin learn something new?
➢ “How is this like how we help each other in math class?”

Add to the class chart and include the following norms for a positive math class. 
Mathematicians know... 

● Everyone Can Learn Math
● Mistakes are help your brain learn
● Questions are really important
● There are many different ways to solve a problem.

Have manipulatives you have shown previously ready for students to grab whatever 
manipulative they gravitate towards. You may decide to introduce a math journal or 
whiteboards. Remember the goal is for students to make sense of the problem, not for 
you to tell them. 

Explain format for POD's Upside-Down Teaching (You do, We do, I do). Explain 
expectations for each part of the POD.  Choose a problem that is open (multiple 
strategies and/or solutions, or use the one below. 

"I am getting a dozen doughnuts for a party. There are glazed, chocolate, and 
powdered doughnuts. How many of each doughnut can I get so that there is at least 
one of each kind?"

Have the problem on the board and read it out loud using the three reads method. 

Have students use their manipulatives and/or math journals or whiteboards to jot their 
thoughts down and try their best to solve the equation. As you walk around, encourage 
students to use manipulatives and draw their thinking.  Have students turn and talk 
about their methods. You choose a couple to share with the class-manipulative, 
drawings, equations

  Introduce Daily Math Routine: Problem of the Day 

● Math is about connections and communicating.
● We can help each other learn.

http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/number-talk-looks-like-sounds-like-pic-223x300.png
http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/three-reads.png
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGLNTWKD5qI
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Introduce Math Talk Move:  Revoicing. 
Introduce the Math Talk move of “Revoicing.” “Today we are going to practice really listening 
and thinking about what someone else is saying. We will practice revoicing during our number 
talk when I ask you to turn and talk to your partner. ” Teacher models using the sentence 
frames: “I heard ____ say ____________” or “What I heard you saying_____.”  

Day 8 
Daily Learning Targets: 
I can learn how to have a growth mindset in math. 
I can practice waiting and thinking about the questions my teacher asks and the ideas my 
friends share and turn and talking. 
I can explore the math tools in my classroom. 

Number Talk:
Follow the steps as outlined in Day 4. 
Open the county suggested document for your number talk routine for the day. 

Problem of the Day

Review expectations and procedures for problem of the day that were introduced on day 6. 
Introduce the problem below (Day 2 of POD flipchart) and continue with the Upside Down 
teaching method (you do, we do (turn and talk), I do). 
Use the "Three Reads method". 

"Mrs. D'Angelo is ordering popsicles. She wants a total of 20 popsicles and some of cherry, blue 
raspberry, and sour apple. How many of each should she get?"

Students use manipulatives, drawings, words, and numbers to solve the problem. 

Establishing a Positive Math Culture 
Growth Mindset Video Resources:  
Norm #7 Understanding is more important than speed 
Suggested book title:  After the Fall by Dan Santat 
Video Read Aloud: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUKt1a6I3yw

Activity: Show the short growth mindset video or read the book. Discuss with students being 
good at math doesn’t mean being fast at math. Math is not about speed, it’s about 
understanding.   How does this statement relate to the book? 
Add to the class chart and include the following norms for a positive math class.  

Mathematicians know... 
● Everyone Can Learn Math
● Mistakes are help your brain learn
● Questions are really important
● There are many different ways to solve a problem.
● Math is about connections and communicating.
● To think deeply, understand, and prove their ideas
● We can help each other learn.
● Math is not about speed. It’s about understanding.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUKt1a6I3yw
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Day 9 
Daily Learning Targets: 
I can learn how to have a growth mindset in math. 
I can turn and talk about he questions my teacher asks and the ideas my friends share. 
I can think about how I see numbers and explain my thinking. 
I can explore the math tools in my classroom. 

Establishing a Positive Math Culture   
Growth Mindset Self-Reflection 
Activity: Have students reflect on their own mindset before they begin on their math 
journey this year. Tell students this is not a test. They should use this as an opportunity to think 
about their own mindset and ways they can improve their growth mindset. 

Place Value Day: Number Riddle

Students should have a hundreds/tens/ones graphic organizer along with the choice of 
manipulatives to use for the riddle. Expectations still include using Upside-Down teaching 
(you do, we do, I do). Present the riddle shown below. 

"The digits in the ones and tens place add up to 8. What could my number be?" 

How many numbers do you think you can find?

Have students write in journals or whiteboards to show how they got their answer.  

Number Talk:
Follow the steps as outlined in Day 4. 
Open the county suggested document for your number talk routine for the day.

Build and Explore 

Students play "Place Value Cover Up" Click here for  link

Model against a students before students partner up and play on their own.

Number Talk:
Follow the steps as outlined in Day 4. 
Open the county suggested document for your number talk routine for the day.

http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/place-value-cover-up.docx
http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/place-value-cover-up.docx
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Problem of the Day

Review expectations and procedures for problem of the day that were introduced on day 6. 
Introduce the problem below (Day 4 of POD flipchart) and continue with the Upside Down 
teaching method (you do, we do (turn 
and talk), I do). 

Use the "Three Reads method". 

"Melissa and Sarah both have a stamp collection.  Together they have 18 stamps. How 
many stamps could each girl have?"

Students use manipulatives, drawings, words, and numbers to solve the problem. 
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Establishing a Positive Math Culture 

Growth Mindset Resources: 

Setting Goals for the school year. 
Video: https://youtu.be/rDMnOx7w6OA 

https://www.brainpop.com/health/personalhealth/settinggoals/

Activity: Set SMART (Specific/Measurable/Attainable/Realistic/Time Bound) goal for math.

"Number Talk” 
.
 

Day 10 
Daily Learning Targets:  
I can learn how to have a growth mindset in math.  
I can turn and talk about he questions my teacher asks and the ideas my friends share. 
I can think about how I see numbers and explain my thinking. 
I can explore the math tools in my classroom. 

Follow the steps as outlined in Day 4. 
Open the county suggested document for your number talk routine for the day.

Problem of the Day

Review expectations and procedures for problem of the day that were introduced on day 6. Activity: 
Choose a question from the following document (click link) to use for your graph. Tell your students, "I 
am wondering ___________(fill in with the question you chose)". 

Use the flipchart on the website to graph your students' responses. 

Ask them what questions they wonder about the graph. Students will work in pairs to create a list of 
questions that they wonder about the graph.  

Build and Explore 

Students complete the "Grab and Graph" activity in the flipchart. 

Congratulations on completing “The First 10 Days of Math Class.” Please continue to 
implement daily math routines, number talks, facilitate math discourse using talk moves, 
and support growth mindsets. Math on! 

https://www.brainpop.com/health/personalhealth/settinggoals/
http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/graphing-question-of-the-day-questions.pdf
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Appendix
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Teacher Support Information
The purpose of the First 10 Days of Math Class are to establish math 

routines and expectations that will prepare students for the demands of the 
Math classroom and to support the goals of Sarasota County.  The lessons in this 
document help to set the stage for productive math discourse and ideas for 
creating a classroom where respect and equal access to participation are 
valued norms (Class Discussions 2009). In addition, ideas and resources are 
provided for developing a growth mindset culture in the math classroom. Jo 
Boaler, in Mathematical Mindsets, states, “Students with a fixed mindset are 
more likely to give up easily, whereas students with a growth mindset are 
persistent and keep going when work is hard.” Lastly, examples of daily math 
routines are provided to build meaningful practice with computational fluency 
and number sense. These are opportunities for the class to come together to 
share their math thinking and develop efficient, flexible, and accurate 
computation strategies that build upon the key foundational ideas of math such 
as composition and decomposition of numbers, our base ten system, and the 
application of properties of operations.  

Establishing the Daily Math Routine 
What is a routine?  
A routine is a whole-class structured activity that gives students the opportunity 
to develop over time, any or all of the following:  

● Sense of the relative size and value of very large and very small numbers
● Operational sense
● Fluency (efficiency, accuracy, and flexibility)
● Good intuition about numbers and their relationships
● Reasoning
● Problem solving
● Mental math
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How many different routine activities should be done during the year? 
• It is advisable to focus in depth on several rich routines that are
repeated throughout the year.
• Most of the routines should be introduced early in the year so students
can become comfortable with the format of each routine.
• As students become comfortable with the format, learning will become
more efficient and the mathematics rather than the format will be the
focus.

Why implement routines?  
Mathematical routines are purposefully structured activities that help children 

develop computational and procedural fluency, as well as reasoning and 

problem-solving skills, through meaningful practice. Initially, the routine may take 
a little longer, because the goal is to establish the classroom norms in its process 

and discourse. Once these norms are in place, the focus shifts from the process 
to the content. (Degarcia, p. 221 ) 

Routines provide valuable time for practice that develops fluency. 

What is fluency?  
Fluency includes three ideas: efficiency, accuracy, and flexibility. 

• Efficiency implies that the student does not get bogged down in too
many steps or lose track of the logic of the strategy. An efficient strategy is
one that the student can carry out easily. What is efficient for one student
may not be efficient for another student. What is efficient for the teacher
may not be efficient for all students.
• Accuracy depends on several aspects of the problem-solving process,
among them careful recording, knowledge of number facts and
relationships and double-checking results.
• Flexibility requires knowledge of more than one way to solve a
particular kind of problem. Students need to be flexible in order to choose
an appropriate strategy for the problem at hand. Students also need to

be able to use one method to solve a problem and another method to 
double-check the results.  
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 Fluency rests on a well-built mathematical foundation with three parts: 
• An understanding of the meaning of the operations and their
relationships to each other.
• The knowledge of a large repertoire of number relationships.
• A thorough understanding of the base-ten number system, how
numbers are structured in this system, and how the place value system of
numbers behaves in different operations.

On-going routines allow students the opportunity to develop mathematical 
fluency. 

Daily Math Routines 

What they are... 

•5-15 minute warm-up activity that
occurs on a regular basis over a
period of time (Does not have to
occur during the math block)

•builds automaticity, fluidity, flexibility,
and stamina with numbers

•revisits and reinforces previously
taught concepts

•spiral review or remediation

What they are NOT… 

•a time to teach new concepts
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Number Talks   
“When a teacher asks me “How do I develop number sense?” my answer 

is short: Number Talks. As well as teaching students the math facts that they 
need to know, Number Talks teach students to understand the numerical 
relationships that are so critical to understanding mathematics. They also help 
teachers create classrooms in which students feel encouraged to share their 
thinking, and teachers become skilled at listening to their students’ thinking. 
These are some of the most important goals for any mathematics classroom.” - 
Jo Boaler, author of “Mathematical Mindsets” 2009 Making Number Talks Matter 
by Cathy Humphreys and Ruth Parker 2015 

Number Talks are the suggested math routine to establishing a math routine that 
is flexible and can be adapted to a wide range of tasks and is essential for 
efficient mathematics teaching.  

Number Talks are 
• Daily, 5-15 minutes
• Mental math problems posed
• Students are given think time and indicate a solution and multiple

strategies
• Students share solutions and explain their thinking
• Encourages students to communicate about math
• The teacher acts as a facilitator and his/her primary function is to

question students and record thinking.

The key components of successful Number Talks are: 
● A safe and accepting classroom environment and mathematical

community (See Appendix for “Establishing a Positive Math Environment
with Growth Mindset”

● Classroom discussions
○ Teacher provides the problem.
○ Teacher provides students opportunity to solve problem mentally.
○ Students show a visual cue when they are ready with a solution.

Students signal if they have solved it in more than one way too.

Quiet form of acknowledgement allows time for students to think, 
while the process continues to challenge those that are already 
have an answer.  

○ Teacher calls for answers. S/he collects all answers- correct and
incorrect- and records answers.

○ Students share strategies and justifications with peers.
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Establishing Talk Moves for Mathematical Discussions

Math Talk Moves  
In order to orchestrate productive discussions in the classroom, teachers need a 
set of moves that will help them lead whole- class discussions in which students 
share their thinking with one another in respectful and academically productive 
ways. Although there are many moves that teachers can use to lead productive 
classroom discussions, this document will only focus on six: (1) revoicing (2) 
asking students to restate someone else’s reasoning, (3) asking students to apply 
their own reasoning to someone else’s reasoning, (4) prompting students for 
further participation, and (5) Turn and Talks and (6) using wait time. “Classroom 
Discussions: Using Math Talk to Help Students Learn” Chapin,O’Connor, 
Anderson 2009 

Revoicing “So you are saying_____?” 

Repeating “Can you repeat or rephrase what_____just said?” 

Reasoning “Do you agree or disagree and why?” 

Adding On “Would someone like to add on?” 

*Turn and Talk May be used during a Number Talk to encourage 
participation 

*Waiting Time “When you have a strategy put your fist close to 
your heart, and allow a some time for others to 
think.” 
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The goals of the classroom conversations are to provide opportunities for 
students to (Smith, 2011):  

○ Share ideas and clarify misunderstandings
○ Develop convincing arguments regarding why and how things

work
○ Develop a language for expressing mathematical ideas
○ Learn to see things from other people’s perspective

What is the Difference between Number Talk & Math Talk? 

Number Talk 
● Daily Routine, 5-15 minute
● Mental math problems posed
● Students are given think time

and indicate a solution and
multiple strategies

● Students share solutions and
explain their thinking

● Encourages students to
communicate about math

● The teacher acts as a facilitator
and his/her primary function is
to question students and record
thinking.

Math Talk 
● Embedded in daily lessons
● Exchange of mathematical

ideas and problem solving
strategies

● Students share solutions and
explain their thinking in a variety
of structures

● Encourages students to
communicate about math;
using concrete, pictorial, and
abstract models

● The teacher acts as a guide
and encourages students to
explain, question, and justify

Establishing a Positive Math Environment with Growth Mindset 

Cultivating a growth mindset during the first ten days of school will help to  
establish a positive and safe math environment. Jo Boaler in the book 
Mathematical Mindsets states, “We will be begin to help students 
understand that no matter where they consider themselves to be in terms of 
intellect and skill, with hard work, and perseverance they will continue to 
develop as mathematicians.” 
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“People with a growth mindset are those who believe that smartness 
increases with hard work, whereas those with a fixed mindset believe that you 
can learn things but you can’t change your basic level of intelligence. Mindsets 
are critically important because they lead to different learning behaviors, which 
in turn create different learning outcomes. When people change their mindsets 
and start to believe that they can learn at high levels, they change their 
learning pathways (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007) and achieve at 
higher levels. Students with a fixed mindset are more likely to give up easily, 
whereas students with a growth mindset are persistent and keep going even 
when work is hard.” Jo Boaler, Mathematical Mindsets 

Setting Up Positive Norms in Math Class by Jo Boaler 

1. Everyone can learn math to the highest levels

2. Mistakes are valuable

3. Questions are really important

4. Math is about creativity and making sense

5. Math is about connections and communicating

6. Math class is about learning not performing

7. Depth is more important than speed
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Additional Resources 

Growth Mindset 
 

https://ww2.kqed.org/mindshift/2016/12/05/how-to-integrate-growth-mindset-
messages-into-every-part-of-math-class/ 

Celebrate Mistakes 
https://www.mindsetkit.org/topics/celebrate-mistakes 

Positive Norms for a Math Class 

http://www.youcubed.org/wp-content/uploads/Positive-Classroom-Norms2.pdf 

Believe in the Good 

http://believeinthegood1.blogspot.com/2016/08/resources-for-building-your-math.html 

For Students 
Class Dojo 
https://ideas.classdojo.com/b/growth-mindset 

Famous Failures 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLYECIjmnQs 

Mistakes: To Get Better You Gotta Get Ugly 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Nymq7IVFSE 

Number Talks 
Introduce the Number Talk Lesson 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X18cQkKMlhs 
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Geometric Subitizing by Graham Fletcher 
https://gfletchy.com/2016/10/10/geometric-subitizing-a-different-kind-of-number-talk/ 

3rd grade Number Talk Lesson 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YV4o_U8K9aA 

Number String Lesson https://www.teachingchannel.org/blog/2017/03/03/tch-diy-math-
routines-3rd/?utm_source=newsletter20170304/ 

Other Math Routines 
Skip Counting 
http://www.mathcoachscorner.com/2014/04/skip-counting-it-aint-just-2s-5s-and-10s/ 

Number Strings, etc. 
http://www.sfusdmath.org/math-talks-resources.html 

Which One Does Not Belong? 
http://wodb.ca/ 
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/1st-grade-math-routine 

Estimation 180 
http://www.estimation180.com/ 

Talk Moves 

“Wait Time” Teacher Resource: https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/give-students-think-time-
nea 
Math Solutions Research 
http://www.mathsolutions.com/documents/9780941355537_ch2.pdf 

Math Talk Moves Bookmark 
http://www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/uploadedFiles/schools/shriveres/staff/fivetalkm
ovesbookmark.pdf 

Improving Student Participation with Talk Moves video 
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/student-participation-strategy 

Pinterest for chart ideas 
https://www.pinterest.com/explore/math-talk-moves/?lp=true 






